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A畠鍾盟主t

Many kinds ofrock test for engineer屯ingproperties have been carried out ωobtain rock 

kinetic properties. However it is di伍cu1t to visualize inside rock specimen during 

1aboratory tests. This study's objective isωreconstruct true tri.axia1 tests using 

Distinct E1ement Method (DEl\心.

At 五rst， tri司 axia1 compression test is carried out to know cor:開1ations between 

ana1ytica1 properties and rock properties obtained through compression test 1ike 

cohesion and interna1 friction ang1e. Next, true tri.axia1 test is simu1ated using 

properties above. 

The resu1t of the simu1ation, it was clarified that the simu1ation result can reconstruct 

a 1aboratory test qua1itative1y. 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

Recent1y, distinct e1ement method has been applied to ana1ysis of rock and soi1 

structure. However it is uncertain that mechanica1 behavior an aggregate of distinct 

e1ement affects. In other hand, true tri.axia1 test is carried out to know mechanica1 

behavior of rocks 

In this paper, we carried out true tri-axia1 test using DEM to 1mow mechanica1 

behavior of a distinct e1ement specimen 

2. D.L勿YNCTELEMENT METHOD 

21 About Distinct Elem四t lJ!Iethod

Distinct E1ement Method ωEM) is suited ゐr ana1yzing discontinuous target 1ike rock 

and soi1. In Distinct E1ement Method, an ana1yzing target is ∞nsid町ed as a particle 

aggregate, and virtua1 springs a四 set between each particle. Fig.l s占lOWSvirtual norma1 

and shear springs between two pa此icles. The contact あrces acting on two particles a四

generated 企om relative displacement between each particle. The acceleration and 
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Fig.l Virtual springs between particles 

velocity a1'e calculated by solving law of motion 

applied ωeach particle. 

2.2B包dingfê革主E

In this pape1', a tensile force is considered at each 

contact point between next pa1'ticle. This tensile 

fo1'ce is defined as a bonding 1'adius. Fig.2 is an 

explanation of a bonding fo1'ce. If a pai1' of 

particles overlap each othe1' as shown in Fig.2(a) , 

act 1'epulsion each particle depend on overlap. 

The1'e is no overlap and overlap is less the 

bonding radius as shown in Fig.2(b) , the tensile 

fo1'ce acts on each pa1'ticle. If a distance of a pai1' of 

pa1'ticles is mo1'e than the bonding 1'adius as 

shown in Fig.2(c), no tensile fo1'ce acts between a 

pail' of pa1'ticles. He1'e, a distance of a pai1' of 

pa1'ticles is defined below. 

gap= dis-( r， +ち) (I) 

w he1'e gap is the distance of the pai1' of 

pal'ticles, rj and 1'j are the radius of pa1'ticles, dis 

is the distance of the particle centers. Therefore, 

condition of contact fo1'ce is described as below: 
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Fig.2 Explanation ofbonding. 
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(no ∞ntact force) rcrit 豆 gap

w here l鑽itiS the bonding radius. 

3. &lMULATION RESULT 

Fig.3 shows a specimen composed of 

particles a批er failure. The contact of 

white particles is ruptured. One fracture 

cross section is formed across the 

specimen. In this 五gure， mmor, 

intermediate and major principal 

stresses are loaded to the specimen 

along x, y and z direction, respectively 

The fracture cross section is formed 

parallel to intermediate stress. This 

phenomenon is consistent with pattern 

oflaboratory tests. 

Fig.4 shows stress'strain curves in a 

laboratory test. Horizontal axis is an 

axial strain and vertical axis is the 

differential stress. The bottom line of 

Fig.4 is a stress'strain curve under a 

condition which the minor stress is 

20MPa and the intermediate stress is 

20MPa. Input parameters are fitted to 

this stress strain curve. The middle and 

the top line in Fig.4 stress'stram curves 

are under conditions w hich the 

intermediate stress raises 60MPa and 

100MPa, respectively. As is clear from 

Fig.4, the differential stress curve 

increases with increment of the 

intermediate stress. Fig.5 is a 

stress'strain curve of simulation result 

(2) 

Fig.3 The specimen after failure. 
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Fig.5 Stress'strain curve (simulation). 
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Table.l Input parameters 

normal con凶 S蜘悶 I 9.0x!07(N/m) 

shear contact stiffness 5.0x!O'(N/m) 

number of particle 3658(g日間)

poros羡y 14内%)
density 2700(匂 1m3 )

adhesion 0.015 x (丹十ち)

frict旧n ∞e稲田ent 0.7 

Table.l shows the input parameters 

五tted to laboratory test under condition 

which minor and intermediate stresses 

are 20MPa. In Fig.5, the stress'strain 

curve increases with increment of the 

intermediate stress. This trend is 

consistent with the stress'strain curves 

from laboratory tests. 

Herewith the simulation result fits to 

laboratory test result qualitatively. 

4. l''1SUALIZATION INTERIOR αFA 

丘己区立辺亙N

It is difficult to 旧民団lize interぬr of a 

spe口m目1 w hile laboratory test is 

carrying out. But numerical simulation 

enables to visuali日 interior of a 

specimen easily. Fig.6 shows interior of 

the specimen after failure 企om 仕1e

intermediate stress direction. Colored 

disks with violet are marking points 

where tl田 contact between particles is 

broken in the spe目men. In early stage of 

failure , the broken points are d日tributed

overall the sp田lmen 田 shown in 

Fig.6(a). Next stage, the broken points 

start ωlocalize in one place. And latest 

(a) early stage of failure 

(b) broken points start to localize 

(c) clear 企acture cross section 

Fig.6 Interior of the specimen 

stage, broken points consist of one 企actu回目oss section clearly. 
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5. C曻NCLUSI曻N 

In this paper, true tri'axial test using DEM is conducted to reconstruct a laboratory 

test. The conclusions shown as follows are led. 

Stress'strain curves of simulation analysis are consistent with stress'strain curves 

of a laboratory test. 

There was a 企acture cross section parallel to intermediate stre関心rection in the 

specimen after failure. This trend is consistent with laboratory tests. 

This simulation analysis enables to visualize interior of the specimen w hile a test 

is carrying out. 
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